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Abstract
Thermal radiation is an important heat transfer mechanism which may greatly influence the
mechanical behavior of structural parts of a vehicle when they are exposed to aerodynamic
loads. This effect is even more evident in high performance vehicles where the engines are
running at ever higher temperatures and the structure is built using lighter parts with less
conventional materials. The radiated heat from the engine or exhaust system will increase the
temperature in parts of the vehicle that are not directly in contact or even physically close. The
increased temperature will soften the materials making it more prone to deformation in the
presence of the fluid loads. The problem then requires the coupling of the radiation solver with a
fluid mechanical solver to accurately predict the temperature of the mechanical part interacting
with the air temperature and the deformation of that part when interacting with the air pressure.
In the current work the first case will be studied. The conjugate heat transfer solver will be
applied to the problem of predicting the temperature in parts of a vehicle when it is heated by
radiation from the engine taking into account the cooling effect of the air.

Introduction
Multiphysics simulations are increasingly becoming more important in the design phase of
ground vehicles. Traditionally simulation was only performed in the area of CFD, structural
mechanics and thermal problems independently from each other. In recent years the use of new
materials and new manufacturing methodologies has pushed the industry to try to predict the
behavior of materials when fluids, structures and thermodynamics are coupled. A typical
scenario is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1 Schematic representation of what a fully coupled analysis
should predict.
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T
There are a number
n
of reeasons why the
t use of Multiphysics
M
has not reallly penetratedd the industrry
yyet and the blame resides on both
h sides nam
mely the auttomotive inndustry and the softwarre
pproviders. In
n the first caase the indu
ustry has a rigid
r
internall structure w
where a CFD
D group onlly
rresolves problems relateed to fluids//thermal anaalysis and th
the structuraal group doees everythinng
rrelated to so
olids and sttructures an
nd there are no intermeediate deparrtment that helps in thhe
interaction between
b
the two groups. On the oth
her side the simulation software is guilty of noot
pproviding a simple soluttion that wo
ould allow engineers
e
to use a singlee model to deal with thhe
ffluid/thermall/structural problem.
p
Th
his approach
h would alllow engineeers to easilyy interchangge
m
models amon
ng different working gro
oups withoutt a major re--writing of tthe input deccks. A typicaal
aapproach is to use diffeerent softwarre for each part of the model and then use ann intermediatte
llibrary to han
ndle the tran
nsfer of inforrmation betw
ween the CF
FD, structuraal and therm
mal solver (seee
[[1,2]). This process is costly,
c
inacccurate and th
he results arre very hardd to reproduuce when thhe
cconfiguration
ns are chang
ged.
IIn this paperr a more co
ompact meth
hodology wiill be presennted using oonly LS-DY
YNA® for thhe
ssimulation. The
T paper will
w focus on
n the therm
mal analysis coupled to the CFD siimulation. T
To
ffurther emph
hasis the point of using a single mod
del a couplinng with the sstructural soolver will alsso
bbe presented
d. The appliccation chosen
n will attemp
pt to predictt the temperaature at the hhood of a fuull
vvehicle whicch is heated due to radiaation from th
he engine bloock. The sellected geometry is that oof
tthe GEO Meetro reduced crash modell from NCAC
C (http://ww
ww.ncac.gwuu.edu/vml/m
models.html)..

M
Model Desscription
T
The geometrry chosen fo
or the analyssis has all th
he major com
mponents foound in a grround vehiclle
((see Figure 2).
2

Figure 2 Views
V
of the GEO
G
metro red
duced crash m
model.

U
Under the ho
ood the engiine block wiill provide th
he heat sourrce where thhe temperatuure will be seet
tto T=400K. The enginee geometry has
h been sim
mplified to allow for a faster simuulation of thhe
rradiation solv
ver. Figure 3 shows the engine and hood.
h

Figure 3 Engine compartment show
wing the engine
block.
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For the Conjugatte Heat solu
ution the veh
hicle will bee placed insiide a wind ttunnel. Althhough the
geom
metry of the vehicle
v
is thee same the mesh
m
used onn the CFD paart of the solution will bbe refined
increasing the reesolution to capture morre fluid featu
tures. The m
meshing tooll ANSA wass used to
generrate the fluid
d mesh. A co
omparison off the two meeshes is depiicted in Figuure 4.

Fig
gure 4 Compa
arison of the CFD
C
mesh and
d the structuraal mesh.

Therrmal Anallysis

LS-D
DYNA® can model therrmal radiatiion transporrt between ggray diffusee surfaces uusing the
*BOU
UNDARY_R
RADIATION
N_(option)_
_VF keyworrd. The sufffix VF enaables calcullation of
radiattion view faactors betweeen surfacess. Two conccepts governn LS-DYNA
A® thermal radiation
calcu
ulations.
The first
f
concept is the idea of
o an enclosu
ure. The encclosure mustt be complettely closed too achieve
a perrfect energy balance. Th
hink about holding a fflashlight whhile sitting iin your offiice chair.
Shinee the flashlig
ght beam on
n the variou
us surfaces ssurrounding you. The beeam of the fflashlight
represents photon
ns striking th
hese surfacees. Direct thee flashlight bbeam out yoour open offfice door.
The beam
b
strikess surfaces beeyond the do
oor. If the teemperature rresponse of the externall surfaces
are not the objecttive of the model,
m
we caan simply cllose the doorr to capture these photons which
otherrwise would be lost. A modeling
m
tecchnique is too add fictitioous surfaces to close holles in the
modeel to prevent photons fro
om escaping the enclosurre. Escapingg photons carrry energy w
with them
and thus
t
lead to an inaccuraate energy balance.
b
Theese fictitiouss surfaces arre assigned radiation
propeerties and a black body
y temperaturre that correesponds to tthe rate at w
which radiannt energy
passees through th
hem.
The second
s
concept is that of a view factor. The view
w factor is a geometric entity and ccalculated
by an
n algebraic equation
e
for simple geom
metries (e.g ., parallel oppposing flat plates) or nnumerical
integrration for geeneral geometries. The radiant
r
flux leaving a suurface will sttream away from the
surface into the entire
e
hemisp
pherical spaace above thhe surface. Suppose theree is a secondd surface
withiin this hemissphere. The view factorr provides innformation oon the fractiion of radiannt energy
leavin
ng one surfface that arrrives at a second
s
surfface within the hemisphere based on their
geom
metric positio
on.
The objective
o
of this thermall model is to
o calculate thhe radiation heating of tthe front hoood by the
hot en
ngine. The hot engine transfers
t
rad
diant energy to the hood,, radiator, firre wall, righht and left
June 12-14, 2016
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ffenders, and other engin
ne bay components. Notee that we caan see the grround. This oopening must
bbe closed by a fictitious surface or a lower aerod
dynamic paneel to form ann enclosure.
T
The radiatio
on model caan be signifficantly sim
mplified and thereby decrease the tthermal codde
ccomputation time by onlly considerin
ng radiation
n heating of the hood froom the top ssurface of thhe
eengine. This is accomplished by add
ding the ficttitious surfaaces shown iin Figure 5 (i.e., the bluue
ffunnel like structure
s
sittting on top of the engin
ne). The fiictitious surffaces capturre the radiannt
eenergy that would
w
otherw
wise strike th
he fire wall, fenders, etc..

Fiigure 5 Fictitio
ous surface ussed in the radiiation solver.

D
Due to the no
on-linearity of the Steph
han-Boltzmaann law the tthermal solver was run uusing the nonnllinear approaach. The prroblem was run using th
he steady sttate thermall solver andd the result is
sshown in Fig
gure 6 .

Figure 6 Thermal analysis
a
solutio
on showing th
he highest tem
mperature on
the ho
ood surface.

F
For this anallysis the stru
uctural therm
mal parametters were sett as: thermaal conductiviity was set tto
-3
3
ttc=46.0x10 [W/mmK], the
t heat capacity hc=460
0[J/KgK] annd the densityy ρ=7.83x100-6 [Kg/mm3].
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Con
njugate Heeat Analysis
For th
he Conjugate Heat analy
ysis a CFD model
m
has to be defined. The ICFD ssolver in LS--DYNA®
will be
b used for the
t predictio
on of velocitty, pressure aand for the ccoupling of the energy eequations
betweeen the fluid
d and the stru
ucture. One of the advanntages over approaches like the onee in [1] is
that the
t thermal coupling iss performed in a monollithic way pproviding a robust and accurate
schem
me. A singlle system of
o equationss is built annd the tempperature at the interfacce of the
fluid//solid bound
dary is treateed using lineear constrainnts. As show
wn in Figure 4 the mesh does not
need to match att this interfacce. A new itterative lineear solver is available inn version R99.0 which
proviides an alterrnative to th
he direct solv
ver used upp until now. The iterativve solver haas overall
betterr performan
nce in termss of scalabillity and speeed. This neew solver is accessed from the
keyw
word *CONT
TROL_THER
RMAL_SOLV
VER by settinng the card ssolver to 17..
The vehicle
v
is placed insidee a numericaal wind tunnnel used forr the CFD aanalysis as sshown in
Figurre 7. An inflow velocity V=20m/s iss set as bounndary conditiion with an iimposed tem
mperature
-5
T=29
98K resulting
g in a Reyno
olds numberr of Re=8.5xx10 based on the lengtth of the vehhicle. For
the flluid the therm
mal parametters were set as follows: thermal connductivity tc=
=0.25x10-3
-9
[W/m
mmK], the heeat capacity hc=1000[J/K
Kg K] and thhe density ρ=
=1.28x10 [Kg/mm3].

Fig
gure 7 Wind tu
unnel and bou
undary condittions used by tthe CFD
solv
ver.

C
problem
m is run to steady state and the tem
mperature is measured oon the hood. Figure 8
The CFD
show
ws some featu
ures of the CFD
C
solutio
on. The maxiimum tempeerature on thhe hood preddicted by
the co
onjugate heaat solver and
d the time deependent vallue of the teemperature oon the hood is shown
in Fig
gure 9.
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Figure 8 CFD solutio
on showing iso
o-surface of veelocity and strreamlines goin
ng
inside the
t engine com
mpartment an
nd under the vvehicle.

T
The results show
s
a tempeerature diffeerence of δT=
=42K whichh is the due tto the cooling effect of aair
oover the hood and inside the engine compartmen
c
nt.
W
With a minimal extra efffort the sam
me model co
ould run a ffull FSI/therrmal analysiis which maay
pprovide even
n more insig
ght if soften
ning of the structure
s
duue to heat is taken into account. Thhe
pprevious anaalysis was ru
un in this waay and the vo
on Mises strress over thee hood is shoown in Figurre
110.
A detailed description
d
of the conjjugate heat transfer solver with vvalidation reesults can bbe
oobtained from
m [3].
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Figure 10 Von Mises stress computed by the FSI solver during
the conjugate heat transfer simulation.

Conclusions
This paper provides some guidelines on how to use LS-DYNA® for the simulation of a coupled
CFD/thermal and structural analysis. It was not the intent of the paper to validate the results but
to show the feasibility of the solution and the capability of LS-DYNA® to handle a single model
for three very different physical problems. This kind of Multiphysics approach will become a
mainstream working methodology and LS-DYNA® is ready to deal with this complex scenario.
Furthermore the simplification that arises from using a single input deck which could be easily
shared and incrementally augmented to cover more physics among interdisciplinary groups is a
big advantage in a real Multiphysics environment.
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